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Preface

Supply chains for the goods and services we consume or use impact all of us, every day. Business organizations realize that supply chains have become a strategy for success to better serve customers and improve their bottom line. How efficient and successful supply chains are is determined by how well they are managed.

To conceptualize what is involved in managing a supply chain, practitioners and scholars have explored a variety of paradigms. For instance, a supply chain may be viewed in the context of product life cycle stages (that is, Introduction, Growth, Maturity and Decline). Marketers have long used the product life cycle as a transformational process that can guide the movement of a product back up its life cycle, allowing the product to continue almost indefinitely. Guided by the stages of the life cycle, marketers can reinvigorate a product with innovations and new ideas to keep its demand growing and the product alive. Life cycling takes place in a variety of applications beyond its application to a product and can provide an interesting framework to study any type of business activity.

Supply chains, like the products and services they deliver, have life cycles. Supply chains need to be constantly reinvigorated and reinvented to keep them functioning, alive, and purposeful. The book you are reading organizes its content around the life cycling concept as it is related to the entire supply chain. The focus here is not the life cycle of a single product or service, but the life cycling of products, operations, processes, and procedures that collectively make up a supply chain. The purpose of this book is to provide a selection of topical knowledge that can help supply chain managers reinvent their supply chains and, in doing so, add to the life of the supply chain cycling process.

No single book can cover all the topics required to equip supply chain managers with total knowledge about a subject. The content in this book seeks to achieve three goals: (1) to provide basic
text material on the practice and theory related to a select group of Topics important in the management of supply chains, (2) to share experiential knowledge from executives through interviews to provide current thoughts on supply chain management, and (3) to make learning entertaining through the novelettes based on actual supply chain situations. To achieve these goals, this book is organized into 3 parts consisting of 22 chapters in total. In Part I, the basic text material of the book is presented in the first 13 chapters. These chapters cover a series of topics related to supply chain management, including, developing strategies; designing; staffing; managing; aligning; negotiating; outsourcing; social, ethical, and legal considerations; sustainability; building agility and flexibility; developing partnerships; risk management; and lean and other cost strategies. Each of these chapters begins with an outline to overview the organization of the chapter and a list of terms to hint at what follows in the content of the chapter itself. A short novelette follows this and is based on real supply chain managers’ experiences in dealing with problems related to each chapter. The novelettes are a continuous story from the perspective of a Vice President of Operations and the management of an organization’s operations, including the supply chain. These novelettes are followed in each chapter by a section designed for inexperienced supply chain managers that covers prerequisite material. Also, a final section, “What’s Next?” gives supply chain managers a look ahead based on current research about what the next three to five years may hold, again relating to the topic of each chapter.

Part II contains seven chapters. Each chapter contains an interview with a supply chain executive. These executives share their individual organization’s approach to dealing with planning in the supply chain life cycles of their products or services. These interviews cover interesting strategies and tactics from small, medium, and large firms, as well as from manufacturing and service organizations.

In Part III, two additional novelette case studies are presented as a way of concluding the running novelette used in the first 13
chapters. Like the earlier novelettes in Part 1, they are based on the actual experiences of a supply chain executive.

This book has been written for supply chain practitioners, managers, executive, and CEOs, but any manager, and particularly those with operations responsibilities, will find its topics useful for helping to manage their supply chains. Engineers interested in the conceptual and strategic aspects of managing a supply chain may also find this book useful. One of the book’s features for this audience is the “Prerequisite Material” section conveniently located in the beginning of each of the first 13 chapters. This material could be redundant for the experienced manager and so can be skipped or used as a review for managers who may need it. Also, the usual academic theory is almost completely absent from this book. Instead, we have drawn much of our material from recent trade publications of major supply chain organizations like the Institute of Supply Management (ISM). In addition, the fundamental analytical techniques that are usually distracting from the text material are not a part of this book. We have placed them in an accompanying workbook for those who want to learn more about the procedural aspects. The workbook is chiefly designed for undergraduate or graduate-level students majoring in supply chain management. The accompanying workbook provides a series of methodologies mentioned in the book and others that represent fundamental content in supply chain management. It also provides the educational pedagogy for use in college programs and support learning. Faculty adopters will also be provided with standard educational pedagogy (PowerPoints and a test bank).

We want to acknowledge the help of individuals who provided needed support for the creation of this book. First and foremost, we truly appreciate the generous time and effort given by the supply chain executives who shared with us their wisdom in dealing with supply chain management planning and decision making. Alphabetically, these executives include Brent Beabout, Senior Vice President of Supply Chain at Office Depot; Eddie Capel, Manhattan Associates...
Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer; James Chris Gaffney, Senior Vice President Product Supply System-Strategy for Coca-Cola Refreshments; Mark Holifield, Senior Vice President of Supply Chain for The Home Depot; Yadi Kamelian, Vice President of Materials and Customer Service for Lincoln Industries; Mike Orr, Senior Vice President of Operations & Logistics for Genuine Parts Company; and Ronald D. Robinson, Director of Supply Chain Management for LI-COR Biosciences. We also want to acknowledge the great editing help we received from Jill Schniederjans. The book is now much less wordy than it might have been. Others who have contributed at the Financial Times Press include our very supportive executive editor, Jeanne Glasser Levine, and our consulting editor, Barry Render. They made the book a pleasure to write and worked with us to improve the final product.

While many people have had a hand in the preparation of this book, its accuracy and completeness are the responsibility of the authors. For all errors that this book may contain, we apologize in advance.

Marc J. Schniederjans and Stephen B. LeGrand
August 1, 2012
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California Transparency in Supply Chains Act, 135-138
explained, 127
  future of, 141-142
performance metrics, 131-134
principles of, 131
culture, defined, 352
customer complexity, 99
customer demand
  meeting, 182-183
  monitoring, 117-118
  produce-to-demand strategy, 183-186
customer of choice, 263-264
customer value
  dimensions of perceived value, 28
  in lean supply chain management, 309
  strategy development and, 28-30
produce-to-demand strategy, 183-186
in supply chain synchronization, 240
designing
  organizational structure, 37-41, 405-406
supply chains, 41. See also planning process
  change management in, 53-54
  future of, 57
  information system design, 54-55
  innovation in, 56-57
  life cycle approach, 46
  procedure for, 46-47
  RFID tagging, 55-56
  SCOR (supply chain operations reference) model, 48-50
developing partnerships, defined, 247-250
director (supply chain), described, 66
discontinuation of products, Mark Holifield interview, 384-385
disparagement, defined, 128
disrupter analysis stress tests, 291-293
disruption risk
  defined, 274
  sources of, 275
distribution complexity, 99
distribution of new products, Mike Orr interview, 371-372
Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes, 161
downstream, defined, 7
e-auctions, 320
ECPI ethical index, 134
efficient supply chains, agile supply chains versus, 231-232
e-freight initiative, 157
electronic point of sale (EPOS), 180
electronic product code (EPC), defined, 55
electronic tracking in sustainability efforts, 155-157
eliminating
  plants in foreign countries, 435-441
supply chain flow constraints, 312-315
waste, 317-318
energy, defined, 162
Emergy Sustainability Index (ESI), 162
employee training, 81
employment in supply chains. See staffing supply chains
Energy Star, 159
enterprise resource planning (ERP), defined, 54
test time by time (TTT), 43
enterprise risk management (ERM) departments, 291
entrepreneurial spirit, 98
evolutionary leadership, 113-115
executive dashboard, defined, 239
even more integrity, 207
executive search firms, defined, 69
executive-level support in negotiation, 213-214
exit interviews, defined, 72
experienced competency, defined, 259
experimentation, 98
external environmental analysis, explained, 10-11
external resource alignment, 176

F
facilities in supply chain network design, 44
factor complexity, explained, 99
factory planning in supply chain synchronization, 241
failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA), described, 101
Fair Factories Clearinghouse (FFC), 136
Fair Factories Clearinghouse (FFC) database, 136
fast cycle planning, defined, 17
Federal Trade Commission Act, 130
financial responsibility in sustainability efforts, 148
fishbone diagrams, described, 101
fixed-term outsourcing agreement, defined, 338
flexibility strategy (global risk management), 287
flexible manufacturing systems (FMS), 222
flexible supply chains explained, 222-226, 235-237
where to start, 238
flow strategy. See push strategy
FMEA (failure mode and effect analysis), described, 101
FMS (flexible manufacturing systems), 222
forecasting methods, 170-172
forecasts, reconciliation of, 17
foreign countries
building plants in, 429-434
factors in decision-making process, 432-433
government regulations, 429-430
local barriers to entrance, 433-434
ownership issues, 434
planning process, 430-431
closing plants in, 435-441
FTSE4Good, 134
fuel usage in sustainability efforts, 155-157
functional organizational designs, 37, 405-406
future
of agile supply chains, 243
of cost management, 327-328
of negotiation strategies, 216-219
of outsourcing, 363-365
of resource alignment, 190-191
of social responsibility, 141-142
of supply chain control, 120-121
of supply chain design, 57
of supply chain staffing, 91
of supply chain strategic planning, 30-32
of sustainability, 163

G
GA (genetic algorithm), 219
Gaffney, James Chris
about, 413-414
interview with, 415-420
gap analysis, explained, 69
GEMI (Global Environmental Management Initiative), 136
genetic algorithm (GA), 219
Genuine Parts Company, about, 368-369
geocentric hiring philosophy
advantages and disadvantages, 78
defined, 73
geographical organizational designs, 37
geographical region, product quality
by, Mike Orr interview, 376
Global Environmental Management Initiative (GEMI), 136
global hiring philosophy, 72-74
categories of, 73
global-oriented hiring philosophy, 78
home country national hiring philosophy, 75
host country national hiring philosophy, 76
third-country national hiring philosophy, 77
global outsourcing
defined, 331
labor standards code of conduct, 360-362
risks in, 349-351
global risk management, 287-288, 293-295
global staffing concerns. See also
global hiring philosophy
benefits and allowances, 84-85
compensation, 82-84
employee selection, 80
employee training, 81
global supply chains, agility and,
237-239
Global Supply Social and Environmental Management System, 142
global-oriented hiring philosophy
advantages and disadvantages, 78
defined, 73
GMROI (gross margin return on investment), 375
goodwill trust, defined, 258
government regulations
building plants in foreign countries, 429-430
as reason for sustainability strategies, 150
Ronald Robinson interview, 407
governmental ideology, defined, 352
green initiatives. See also sustainability
defined, 147
reasons for, 149-150
GreenBiz.com, 163
gross margin return on investment (GMROI), 375
groupthink, defined, 109
growth stage (life cycle)
Brent Beabout interview, 424
contingency planning for, 189-190
defined, 13
demand planning in, 167
Eddie Capel interview, 398-399
forecasting methods, 171
James Chris Gaffney interview, 416-417
| Mark Holifield interview, 382-383 |
| Mike Orr interview, 373-374 |
| outsourcing in, 361 |
| resource alignment, 187-188 |
| Ronald Robinson interview, 410 |
| strategy opportunities and, 20 |
| Yadi Kamelian interview, 390-391 |

**H**

hardball strategy, defined, 200

hedging strategy (global risk management), 287

heuristics, defined, 289

Holifield, Mark

- about, 379-380
- interview with, 381-386

home country national hiring philosophy

- advantages and disadvantages, 75
- defined, 73

The Home Depot, about, 380-381

horizontal collaboration, defined, 326

horizontal process network (HPN), explained, 44-45

host country national hiring philosophy

- advantages and disadvantages, 76
- defined, 73

**I**

IATA (International Air Transport Association), e-freight initiative, 157

IBM's Global Supply Social and Environmental Management System, 142

ICT (Information and Communications Technology) Supplier Self-Assessment, 136

IFS (interactive freight systems), defined, 240

implementations provider-selection criteria, defined, 343

influencers

- as reason for sustainability strategies, 150
- value of, 98

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Supplier Self-Assessment, 136

information system design, 54-55

innovation

- in risk management, 288-290
- in supply chain design, 56-57

insourcing

- balancing with outsourcing, 334
- defined, 331

Institute of Supply Management (ISM), 67

- ethical standards for conduct, 131
- negotiation process overview, 200
- principles of social responsibility, 131
- sustainability metrics, 161
- intelligent agents, 219
- interactive freight systems (IFS), defined, 240
- intercultural training, explained, 81
- internal organizational analysis, explained, 11
- internal resource alignment, 176
- International Air Transport Association (IATA), e-freight initiative, 157
- international outsourcing
  - defined, 331
  - risks in, 349-351

International Standards Organization (ISO), sustainability standards, 150
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- Beabout, Brent, 422-428
- Capel, Eddie, 396-401
- Gaffney, James Chris, 415-420
- Holifield, Mark, 381-386
- Kamelian, Yadi, 389-393
- Orr, Mike, 369-377
- Robinson, Ronald, 404-412

introduction stage (life cycle)

- Brent Beabout interview, 423
- defined, 13
- demand planning in, 167
- Eddie Capel interview, 397-398
- entrepreneurial spirit in, 98
- forecasting methods, 171
- James Chris Gaffney interview, 415-416
- Mark Holifield interview, 381
- Mike Orr interview, 370-371
- outsourcing in, 361
- resource alignment, 187-188
- Ronald Robinson interview, 408-410
strategy opportunities and, 20
Yadi Kamelian interview, 389-390
inventory planning in supply chain synchronization, 240
ISM (Institute of Supply Management), 67
ethical standards for conduct, 131
negotiation process overview, 200
principles of social responsibility, 131
sustainability metrics, 161
ISO (International Standards Organization), sustainability standards, 150

J
Job Descriptive Index (JDI), described, 70
job satisfaction, defined, 70
jobs in supply chains. See staffing supply chains
joint equity swaps, 181
joint ventures, 181

K
Kamelian, Yadi
about, 387-388
interview with, 389-393
key account management (KAM), defined, 263
key initiative (KI), 324
key performance indicators (KPIs), 261
knowledge management, 233
knowledge management technologies, 233
knowledge query manipulation language (KQML), 219
KPIs (key performance indicators), 261

L
labor standards for global outsourcing, 360-362
LAS (least acceptable solution), 216
lateral moves, 86-88
law of agency, described, 129
leadership
described, 112-113

...
MAD (mean average deviation), defined, 172
management by exception, defined, 239
manager (supply chain), described, 66
Manhattan Associates, about, 396
Manufacturers Alliance for Productivity and Innovation (MAPI), 91
The Manufacturing Institute, 91
market intelligence (MI), monitoring customer demand with, 117-118
market research, defined, 171
master planning in supply chain synchronization, 241
materials requirement planning (MRP), defined, 54
matrix organizational structure design explained, 40
for supply chains, 41-43
maturity stage (life cycle)
Brent Beabout interview, 424-425
defined, 13
demand planning in, 167
Eddie Capel interview, 400
forecasting methods, 171
James Chris Gaffney interview, 417
Mark Holifield interview, 383-384
Mike Orr interview, 374
outsourcing in, 361
Ronald Robinson interview, 410
strategy opportunities and, 20
Yadi Kamelian interview, 392
maximum supportable solution (MSS), 216
mean average deviation (MAD), defined, 172
mean square error (MSE), defined, 172
mediation, 139-140
mediators, described, 140
mentoring, defined, 111
mentoring programs, described, 110-111
metrics. See performance metrics
MI (market intelligence), monitoring customer demand with, 117-118
migration, defined, 352
milestones, defined, 228
mission statement, explained, 10
mixed model scheduling, defined, 315
monitoring
customer demand, 117-118
defined, 115
future of, 120-121
outsourcing projects, 344-345
performance metrics for, 115
systems for, 115-117
MRP (materials requirement planning), defined, 54
MSE (mean square error), defined, 172
MSS (maximum supportable solution), 216
multi-agent systems, 219
multisourcing outsourcing, defined, 336
near field communications (NFC), defined, 55
nearshore outsourcing, defined, 336
negotiation
best practices, 210-212
defined, 194
executive-level support in, 213-214
future of, 216-219
preparation for, 215-217
process overview, 200
stalling tactics, 214-215
styles of, 206-209
tactics for, 210-211
winning agreements, 203-204
negotiation strategy worksheet, 217
netsourcing, defined, 336
network complexity, 99
network design explained, 43-45
phases of, 49-52
Network for Business Innovation and Sustainability, 163
new product demand planning. See demand planning
new product distribution, Mike Orr interview, 371-372
new product risk management, Mark Holifield interview, 382
NFC (near field communications), defined, 55
nonequity strategic alliances, defined, 181
obligatory selection criteria, defined, 343
obstacles to leadership, 113
Office Depot, about, 422
offshore outsourcing, defined, 336
one-number planning, defined, 17
operational alliances, defined, 251
operational planning
explained, 9
  time period for, 17
operational risk
defined, 274
  types of supplier operational risk, 277
operational visibility, 323
opportunity analysis, 321
opportunity flow charts, described, 101
options contracts, explained, 103
organization analysis, 321
organizational planning, stages of, 8-9. See also operational planning; strategic planning; tactical planning
organizational structure, designing, 37-41, 405-406. See also matrix organizational structure design
Orr, Mike
  about, 367-368
  interview with, 369-377
outsourcing
  agreement specifications, 341
  as cost-reduction strategy, 322
  explained, 331
  future of, 363-365
  international/global outsourcing, risks in, 349-351
  labor standards code of conduct, 360-362
  lean management and, 351-357
  management role in, 334
  performance metrics, 359
  process overview, 338-345
  in product life cycle, 360
  risks in, 346-349
  strategic planning and, 335-337
  TCO (total cost of ownership), 364-365
  types of, 335-336
  oversight council, defined, 345
ownership issues, building plants in foreign countries, 434

packaging, Mark Holifield interview, 386
Pareto charts, described, 101
particle swarm optimization (PSO), 219
partnerships. See also SRM (supplier relationship management)
  collaborative growth model, 261-262
  customer of choice, 263-264
  described, 247-250
  quality checklist, 264-268
  terminating supplier relationships, 264-265
  trust-based alliances, 310-311
  types of supplier relationships, 250-253
PCAOB (Public Company Accounting Oversight Board), 130
perceived value, dimensions of, 28
performance metrics, 115
  for outsourcing, 359
  for social responsibility, 131-134
  SPM (supplier performance measurement), 260-261
  for sustainability efforts, 160-162
plan-a-grams, Brent Beabout interview, 425-426
planning process. See also designing, supply chains
  building plants in foreign countries, 430-431
  collaborative supply planning, in supply chain synchronization, 241
  complexity management, 99-102
  demand planning
    control activities, 172
    explained, 167-170
    forecasting methods, 170-172
    functions of, 170
    in lean supply chain management, 311-312
    procedure for, 172-176
    produce-to-demand strategy, 183-186
    in supply chain synchronization, 240
entrepreneurial spirit in, 98
factory planning, in supply chain
synchronization, 241
inventory planning, in supply chain
synchronization, 240
master planning, in supply chain
synchronization, 241
procurement management plans, 102-105
PLC. See product life cycle
POD (proof of delivery), 240
polycentric hiring philosophy
advantages and disadvantages, 76
defined, 73
POMS (Production and Operations
Management Society), 163
pool buying, defined, 322
portfolio contracts, described, 105
preparation for negotiation, 215-217
preparedness strategy in risk mitigation, 283-285
price analysis, defined, 303
price versus value in sustainability
efforts, 158
problem-solving, Yadi Kamelian
interview, 392-393
process complexity, 99
procurement management plans,
devolving, 102-105
procurement partner competition,
320
procurement principles in service
organizations, 323-324
procurement teams, 89-90
produce-to-demand strategy, 183-186
product discontinuation, Mark Holfield interview, 384-385
product life cycle, 12-16
CSFs (critical success factors) in, 22
demand planning in, 167
Eddie Capel interview, 398
forecasting methods, 171-172
outsourcing in, 360
produce-to-demand strategy, 183-
186
research on, 14
stages of, 12-13
strategy opportunities and life cycle
stages, 20
product quality by geographical re-
gion, Mike Orr interview, 376
product resiliency, defined, 285
Production and Operations Manage-
ment Society (POMS), 163
professional supply chain organiz-
tions, 67
project failure, outsourcing risks and, 348
project life cycle, steps in, 228
project management, explained, 226-229
project managers, roles of, 229
project-based organizational designs,
39
proof of delivery (POD), 240
provider selection in outsourcing,
340-343
PSD (purchaser and supplier develop-
ment), 258-260
PSO (particle swarm optimization), 219
Public Company Accounting Over-
sight Board (PCAOB), 130
pull strategy
Brent Beabout interview, 423-424
explained, 23-25
in lean supply chain management,
311-312
supply chain flow constraints,
312-315
purchaser and supplier development
(PSD), 258-260
push strategy
Brent Beabout interview, 423-424
explained, 23-25
push-pull boundary, explained, 24-25
push-pull strategy, explained, 23-25

Q
QRM (quick-response manufactur-
ing), 235
qualitative forecasting methods,
defined, 171
qualitative provider-selection criteria,
defined, 343
quality checklist for supplier relations-
ships, 264-268
quantitative forecasting methods,
defined, 171
quantitative provider-selection crite-
ria, defined, 343
quick-response manufacturing
(QRM), 235
Index

Radio frequency identification (RFID), explained, 55-56
Rate of exchange for global employee compensation, 84
Real-time risk assessments, 289
Reconciliation of forecasts, 17
Recruiting candidates, 67-69
Regiocentric hiring philosophy definitions and disadvantages, 77
Regression forecast methods, defined, 171
Regulations. See government regulations
Relationship management (RM), 258
Relationships with suppliers. See partnerships
Reliability of suppliers, 309-310
Request for information (RFI) defined, 254
  in outsourcing vendor selection, 340
Request for proposal (RFP) defined, 254
  in outsourcing vendor selection, 340
Reservation price, described, 103
Reshoring, defined, 336
Resilience in risk mitigation, 283-285
Resilient supply chain, 283-285
Resource alignment
  Academic perspective, 186-187
  Contingency planning for growth, 189-190
  Future of, 190-191
  Internal versus external alignment, 176
  In introduction and growth stages (life cycle), 187-188
  Meeting customer demand, 182-183
  Produce-to-demand strategy, 183-186
  In seasonal growth surge, 188
  Strategic alliances, 180-182
  Supplier alignment and integration, 177-178
  Supply chain synchronization, 179-180
  Technologies for, 178-179
Resource allocation in risk management, 282
Resources for information on sustainability, 162
Restrains of trade acts, described, 130
Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS), 406-407
Retaining employees, 70-71
Sabbatical programs, 86
Succession programs, 88-89
Returned products, Mark Holifield interview, 385
Reverse auction, 320
Reverse logistics
  Brent Beabout interview, 426-427
  Explained, 151
  Mark Holifield interview, 385
RFI (request for information) defined, 254
  In outsourcing vendor selection, 340
RFID (radio frequency identification), explained, 55-56
RFP (request for proposal) defined, 254
  In outsourcing vendor selection, 340
Risk assessment systems, 288-290
Risk management. See also risk mitigation
categories of risk, 274
Disrupter analysis stress tests, 291-293
Explained, 270-274
Global risks, 287-288, 293-295
Innovations in, 288-290
In international/global outsourcing, 349-351
Mark Holifield interview, 382
In outsourcing, 346-349
For procurement plans, 104-105
As reason for sustainability strategies, 150
Traceability, 290-291
types of strategies, 281
types of supply chain risk, 276-277
Risk management process, 276-282
Risk management teams, 278-279
Risk mitigation. See also risk management
defined, 274, 281
Preparedness strategies, 283-285
Supplier-related strategies, 286
Risk profiles, 280
Risk scorecard, defined, 276
RM (relationship management), 258
Robinson, Ronald
   about, 403-404
   interview with, 404-412
Robinson-Patman Act, 130
RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances), 406-407

S
SA8 tool, 136
sabbatical programs, 86
SAI (Social Accountability International), 136
SAI (Social Accountability International) SA8 tool, 136
sales and operations planning (S&OP)
   agility and, 242
   defined, 236
   in supply chain synchronization, 240
Sarbanes-Oxley Act, described, 130
SBR (supply base rationalization), 254-256
SCC (Supply Chain Council), 49
SCOR (supply chain operations reference), explained, 48-50
seasonal products
   Mark Holifield interview, 385
   resource alignment, 188
segmentation of tasks, 323
self-managed teams (SMTs), explained, 110
sensitivity training, 81
service organizations, procurement principles in, 323-324
service-oriented architecture (SOA), defined, 239
shared outsourcing, defined, 336
Sherman Antitrust Act, 130
should-cost modeling, described, 119
silico problems, defined, 37
simulation forecast methods, defined, 171
single-source suppliers, 309-310
slander, defined, 128
SM (supplier management), 256-258
SMTs (self-managed teams), explained, 110
SOA (service-oriented architecture), defined, 239
Social Accountability International (SAI), 136
Social Accountability International (SAI) SA8 tool, 136
social loafing, 109
social media in supply chain management, 190-191
social responsibility. See also ethical issues; legal issues
   auditing methodologies, 136
   California Transparency in Supply Chains Act, 135-138
   explained, 127
   future of, 141-142
   performance metrics, 131-134
   principles of, 131
   in sustainability efforts, 148
social responsibility maturity matrix, 136
software. See supply chain technologies
source complexity, explained, 99
SOW (statement of work), defined, 204
speculation strategy (global risk management), 287
spin-off outsourcing, defined, 336
SPM (supplier performance measurement)
   explained, 260-261
   as part of supplier management, 257-258
spot market purchasing, defined, 105
SRM (supplier relationship management). See also partnerships
defined, 247-250
   implementation model, 253-261
   PSD (purchaser and supplier development), 258-260
   RM (relationship management), 258
   SBR (supply base rationalization), 254-256
   SM (supplier management), 256-258
   SPM (supplier performance measurement), 260-261
quality checklist, 264-268
terminating checklist, 264-268
terminating supplier relationships, 264-265
types of supplier relationships, 250-253
SRM (supplier relationship management) intensity continuum, 250
staffing supply chains
advantages and disadvantages of teams, 109
benefits for global employees, 84-85
characteristics of teams, 106
compensation for global employees, 82-84
competencies needed, 65
elements of team-building, 108
employee selection in global staffing, 80
employee training in global staffing, 81
evaluating candidates, 69
future of, 91
global hiring philosophy, 72-74
categories of, 73
global-oriented hiring philosophy, 78
home country national hiring philosophy, 75
host country national hiring philosophy, 76
third-country national hiring philosophy, 77
guidelines for teams, 107
lateral moves, 86-88
mentoring programs, 110-111
position descriptions, 66
professional supply chain organizations, 67
recruiting candidates, 67-69
retaining employees, 70-71
sabbatical programs, 86
SMTs (self-managed teams), 110
succession programs, 88-89
supply chain procurement teams, 89-90
terminating employees, 71-72
types of teams, 106
stakeholders, defined, 6
stalling in negotiations, 214-215
standardization, 320-321
statement of work (SOW), defined, 204
strategic alliances, explained, 180-182, 252
strategic planning
elements of, 9-12
explained, 8
future of, 30-32
opportunities for, 17-20
outsourcing and, 335-337
time period for, 17
strategy development
CSFs (critical success factors) in,
19-23
customer value and, 28-30
procedure for, 25-27
succession programs, 88-89
supervisor (supply chain), described, 66
Supplier Advisory Council, 391-392
supplier alignment. See also resource alignment
defined, 177
implementation methods, 177-178
meeting customer demand, 182-183
supplier collaboration, defined, 258
supplier evaluations, Ronald Robinson interview, 406-407
supplier integration
defined, 177
implementation methods, 177-178
supplier management (SM), 256-258
supplier negotiation. See negotiation
supplier partnerships. See partnerships
supplier performance management, process overview, 257-258
supplier performance measurement (SPM)
explained, 260-261
as part of supplier management, 257-258
supplier relationship management
intensity continuum, 250
supplier relationship management (SRM). See also partnerships
described, 247-250
implementation model, 253-261
PSD (purchaser and supplier development), 258-260
RM (relationship management), 258
SBR (supply base rationalization), 254-256
SM (supplier management), 256-258
SPM (supplier performance measurement), 260-261
quality checklist, 264-268
terminating supplier relationships, 264-265
types of supplier relationships, 250-253
supplier reliability, 309-310
supplier risk
  defined, 276
  risk mitigation strategies, 286
supplier sustainability scorecard, described, 158
supplier-based database systems, 288-289
supply base rationalization (SBR), 254-256
Supply Chain Council (SCC), 49
supply chain flow constraints, eliminating, 312-315
supply chain incident management, defined, 285
supply chain life cycle
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supply chain management
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  elements of, 108
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supply chain operations reference (SCOR), explained, 48-50
supply chain procurement teams, 89-90
supply chain resiliency. See resilient supply chain
supply chain risk
  function for defining, 288
  types of, 276-277
supply chain sustainability. See also sustainability defined, 147
electronic tracking and fuel usage in, 155-157
traditional supply chains versus, 147
supply chain synchronization
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supply chain technologies
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    in lean supply chain management, 315-316
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  change management in, 53-54
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SCOR (supply chain operations reference) model, 48-50
explained, 6-8
flexible supply chains
explained, 222-226, 235-237
where to start, 238
matrix organizational structure
design for, 41-43
product life cycle in, 12-16
staffing requirements
benefits for global employees, 84-85
compensation for global employees, 82-84
competencies needed, 65
employee selection in global staffing, 80
employee training in global staffing, 81
evaluating candidates, 69
future of, 91
global hiring philosophy, 72-74
lateral moves, 86-88
position descriptions, 66
professional supply chain organizations, 67
recruiting candidates, 67-69
retaining employees, 70-71
sabbatical programs, 86
succession programs, 88-89
supply chain procurement teams, 89-90
terminating employees, 71-72
strategies, 23-25, 30-32. See also strategic planning; strategy development
traditional versus sustainable, 147
supply scorecards, defined, 260
sustainability
barriers to, 152-153
Brent Beabout interview, 428
defined, 147
electronic tracking and fuel usage in, 155-157
elements of, 148
future of, 163
James Chris Gaffney interview, 420
measuring, 160-162
model for, 153-155
principles of best-in-class performers, 159-160
program implementation, 151
reasons for, 149-150
resources for information, 162
steps to begin, 157-159
traditional versus sustainable supply chains, 147
Sustainability and Social Responsibility for Supply Management: Assessment Elements and Criteria, 136
sustainability index. See Emergy Sustainability Index (ESI)
synchronized supply chains. See supply chain synchronization
synchronous manufacturing, defined, 179
T
tactical planning
explained, 9-8
time period for, 17
target costing, defined, 304
taxation of global employees, 84
TCO (total cost of ownership)
defined, 303
of outsourcing, 364-365
teams, 105-110
advantages and disadvantages of, 109
characteristics of, 106
cost-reduction teams, 302
cross-functional teams, 323
elements of team-building, 108
guidelines for, 107
project management teams, 229
risk management teams, 278-279
SMTs (self-managed teams), 110
types of, 106
technologies for supply chains
Eddie Capel interview, 396-397, 400-401
James Chris Gaffney interview, 419-420
Mike Orr interview, 376
resource alignment, 178-179
technology swaps, defined, 181
terminating
employees, 71-72
supplier relationships, 264-265
third-country national hiring philosophy
advantages and disadvantages, 77
defined, 73
third-party recruiters, defined, 68
third-party suppliers, 204
360-degree input, described, 88
time series methods, defined, 171
total cost of ownership (TCO)
defined, 303
of outsourcing, 364-365
traceability, 290-291
training employees, 81
transactional alliances, defined, 251
transitional outsourcing, defined, 336
trust
in supplier relationships, 259-258
in supply chain design, 56
trust-based alliances, 310-311

U
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) Act, described, 130
United Nations Global Compact, 360-362
unity of command, defined, 40
universal product code (UPC), defined, 55
upstream, defined, 7
U.S. Green Building Council, 159

V
value, defined, 28
value management (VM), defined, 305
value of supply chain management, Ronald Robinson interview, 407-408
value proposition explained, 30
in lean supply chain management, 309
value versus price in sustainability efforts, 158
value-added outsourcing, defined, 336
vendor selection in outsourcing, 340-343
vendor-managed inventory (VMI), 54, 251
vice president of operations (COO), described, 66
vilification, defined, 128
vision statement, defined, 26
VM (value management), defined, 305
VMI (vendor-managed inventory), 54, 251
volatile demand, 311
Voluntary Interindustry Commerce Standards Association, 179

W
waste elimination in lean supply chain management, 317-318
what-if thinking, 98
white boards, defined, 323
win-lose strategy, defined, 199
winning agreements, 203-204
win-win strategy, defined, 204
work environments, described, 71
work segmentation, 323
work-share agreements, defined, 177
World’s Most Ethical Company publication, 131

Z
zero-sum game, defined, 199